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ABSTRACT

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is in the process of setting up a new series of
conferences named the Metadata Text Retrieval Conferences (METTREC).  It will focus on evaluating
document conversion using optical character recognition (OCR), and information retrieval (IR)
technologies.  Evaluations will be designed to investigate the impact of machine recognition errors upon
information retrieval and to determine what interfaces are appropriate to integrate the two technologies.
To implement this conference, we require databases that can be used for conference evaluations and has
chosen the Federal Register to be the initial document source.  It is a large, complete set of documents
containing metadata that will allow quantitative evaluation of recognition and retrieval technologies.  This
paper describes the activities associated with scanning the Federal Register and validating the document
images within the database.  The process of image validation includes translating filenames, assuring
image integrity, and verifying correct page sequences.  In order to reduce the cost of validation, we
minimized human resource expenditure by exploiting OCR and high-speed visual adjudication from
images by an operator.  This process minimizes the expensive handling of paper to validate document
image collections.

Keywords:  CD ROM, document, image database, information retrieval, METTREC, optical character
recognition, OCR, quality, scanning, technology evaluation

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Information Technology Laboratory (ITL) at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) has conducted extensive research in optical character recognition [1] and text retrieval
technologies [2][3][4]. In both areas, a number of conferences have been held to evaluate and understand
the state of the technology [5][6][7].

In keeping with prior evaluation methods, the ITL under joint sponsorship with the Department of
Defense is in the process of setting up a new series of conferences named the Metadata Text Retrieval
Conference (METTREC).  It will focus on evaluating document conversion using optical character
recognition (OCR) and information retrieval (IR) technologies within the context of integrated tasks.
Evaluations will be designed to investigate the impact of machine recognition technology upon
information retrieval and to determine what interfaces are appropriate to integrate the two technologies.

This effort requires a database that can be used for conference evaluations.  The Federal Register for
1994 was chosen to be the source for this database because it is: (1)  a complete set of documents within
the public domain; (2) a large collection containing over 250 issues consisting of over 67,000 pages of
information; (3) a structured document set whose hierarchy contains metadata; (4) a collection of pages
containing significant variations in print and image quality; and (5) a set of documents for which the text
for the entire collection is stored within electronic files.  Although the latter is not part of this paper, the
text stored within electronic files will allow us to derive the “ground truth”;  this represents the correct
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ASCII characters that an OCR and IR system should recognize and retrieve and will allow us to quantify
recognition and retrieval accuracy.

To conduct evaluation conferences, involving scientific experiments, training and testing materials must
be rigorously prepared.  These materials are comprised of two types of data: (1) document images and (2)
document text and metadata tags.  This paper focuses on scanning and validating document images.  A
validated image must represent the correct paper page, contain an untruncated bitmap, have reasonable
pixel dimensions, and contain an acceptable range of rotational skew.  With a large document collection,
this is a tedious and expensive process.  OCR and other automated techniques can be used to minimize
the cost of preparing these materials.  This paper documents the process by which we scanned and
validated the Federal Register image database that will be used for METTREC.

2.0 FORMAT OF FEDERAL REGISTER

The United States Government Printing Office (GPO) prints the Federal Register each work day to record
the transactions of the government.  The Federal Register is the official daily publication for Rules,
Proposed Rules, and Notices of Federal agencies and organizations, as well as Executive Orders and other
Presidential Documents.  Each issue is printed and bound into a book(s).  Usually, the GPO publishes one
book per day that is printed in mostly 9 point Vermilion font.  During 1994 due to the printing volume,
the GPO printed multiple books on April 25 and November 14.  Each book contains three distinct
sections:

• Prefix:  Prefix pages consist of three types of pages: a hard cover page, a soft cover page, and content
pages.  Figures 1 through 3 provide illustrations of prefix pages.  Figure 1 illustrates a hard cover
page that contains the date, the volume number, an address label area, and a postal class
identification; it is printed on high grade kraft paper to minimize or prevent damage incurred by
postal processing and handling.  As illustrated in Figure 2, a soft cover page identifies the date, the
volume number, and the page numbering sequence for the body pages contained within the book.  A
content type of page, illustrated in Figure 3, contains a page heading that includes a page number
which is instantiated as an upper case Roman numeral.  The first content page contains general
information with regard to the Federal Register and its usage.  Each subsequent content page
identifies the contents of  the Federal Register  book for the day.  Both soft cover and content pages
are printed on recycled newspaper quality of paper.

• Body:  Figures 4-5 illustrate typical body pages contained within a book.  A body page provides a
record of the meeting notices, proposals, and transactions of the United States government for the
day.  There are two type of body pages: section and detail.  A section type of page, illustrated in
Figure 4, is similar in appearance to a soft cover page and is used to divide the Federal Register into
distinct sections by topic.  It contains the name of the issuing agency, the Code of Federal Record
(CFR) title and part(s) affected, and a brief description of the specific section subject;  this type of
page does not contain a page number field.  A detail page, illustrated in Figure 5, elaborates
Presidential and Executive Order(s), Rules and Regulations, Proposed Rules, and Sunshine Act
Meeting Notices.  Each page contains a page heading that includes a page number which is
instantiated as an Arabic number.  Both section and detail pages are printed on recycled newspaper
quality of paper.

• Appendix:  Figure 6 illustrates a typical appendix page contained within a book.  The appendix
consists of pages that provide reader aids which allow a reader of the Federal Register to access
information and to index specific information contained within multiple previously published Federal
Register book(s).  An appendix page contains a page heading that includes a page number which is
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instantiated as an lower case Roman numeral.  Appendix pages are printed on recycled newspaper
quality paper.

With the exception of cover and section pages, each page of the Federal Register is printed with a page
heading that includes a text banner printed above two horizontal lines.  The text banner line contains
information that identifies the document, the volume, the date, the topic, and a page number.

Each Federal Register book ends with a blank hard cover page that minimizes or prevents damage
incurred by postal processing and handling.
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Figure 1. Typical Hard Cover Page.
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Figure 2. Typical Soft Cover Page.
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Figure 3. Typical Content Page.
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Figure 4. Typical Section Page.
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Figure 5. Typical Detail Page.
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Figure 6. Typical Appendix Page.
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3.0 IMAGE SCANNING

Before scanning each Federal Register book, its pages were cut from its binding.  This resulted in paper
pages that were approximately 20 CM (8”) by 28 CM (11”) in size.  The NIST Federal Register
collection is missing one issue for the 1994 calendar year: March 10.  The collection, containing 255
books, was scanned by a contractor at its Rockville, MD facility.  Image scanning was performed using a
Kodak 9231 scanner at a resolution of 15.75 pixels per millimeter (400 pixels per inch (PPI)) to output a
compressed bitonal tagged image formatted file(TIFF™[8]).  Image files were written to CD Recordable
cartridges (CDR) using an image file naming convention, “/Nmm/nn/nn/nn/nn.tif” where:

� mm denotes the CDR volume where mm = 01..23

� nn denotes a path or filename where nn = 0..99

This naming convention allows for storage of 100 image files within each sub-directory entity.  For
example, the image file “N18/00/00/00/00.tif” contains page number 44606.  Page number 44607 is
contained on the next sequentially numbered file.  This numbering convention continues with image file
"N18/00/00/01/00.tif” containing page number 44707.

Approximately, 67,000 Federal Register pages were scanned and the resultant TIFF™ images were
written to 22 CDR cartridges (CDR cartridge N20 was skipped).  Figure 7 illustrates the GPO printing
volumes in terms of pages per month.
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Figure 7. Monthly Printing Volumes for 1994 of the Federal Register.

4.0 IMAGE VALIDATION PROCESSING

Figure 8 illustrates the general process flow that was used to map and validate the CDR images from the
above serial structure, “/Nmm/nn/nn/nn/nn.tif”, into a mapping structure which uses a month, day, and
page number convention.  This process translated the filenames, assured image quality, and verified the
correct page was stored.  It consisted of Sections 4.1 Image Name Mapping, 4.2 Image Quality Checks,
4.3 Arabic Page Numbered Image Verification, 4.4 Roman Page Numbered Image Verification, and 4.5
Image Sequence Check Verification.

                                                  

1 Specific hardware and software products identified in this paper were used in order to adequately support the
development of the technology described in this document.  In no case does such identification imply
recommendation or endorsement by NIST, nor does it imply that the equipment identified is necessarily the best
available for the purpose.
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Figure 8. Top Level Federal Register Validation Process Flow.

4.1 Image Name Mapping

As each image file was read from CDR, the path and filename was mapped into a name consisting of a
two-digit month subdirectory name, a two-digit day subdirectory name, and an eight character filename
suffixed with a three-character filename extension (“/mm/dd/filename.ext” where mm = 1..12 and dd =
1..31).  Daily, the GPO generates Microcomp files, for each Federal Register book, that contain
information required to perform this mapping.  We created a mapping index and verified that it was
correct by manually checking it against each Federal Register book.

Each eight-character filename conforms to the convention of  “t00nnnnn” where “t” denotes the type of
Federal Register page and “00nnnnn” represents a page number.  ”nnnnn” is zero filled and padded to the
left.  The file naming conventions were:

� Prefix page image filenames were assigned “t = a”; “00nnnnn” was reset to zero for each book.
The hard cover page was named “a0000000” and the soft cover page was named “a0000001”.
Each subsequent prefix page was assigned a page number that was sequentially incremented.
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� Body page image filenames were assigned “t = b”; “00nnnnn” was sequentially incremented for
the entire year and is the actual Federal Register page number.

� Appendix page image filenames were assigned “t = c”; “00nnnnn” was reset for each book. The
initial appendix page was named “c0000001”.  Each subsequent appendix page was assigned a
page number that was sequentially incremented.

4.2 Image Quality Checks

Next, each image file was converted from TIFF™ to NIST IHead [9] format.  During this conversion,
truncated and/or corrupted bitmaps generated by the scanning process were detectable.  If a bad image
bitmap was detected, the image name was flagged and its original Federal Register page was rescanned.
If not, a three-character “pct” extension was assigned and the file was stored upon on-line magnetic file
storage.

In order to ensure an image file was ready for further verification processing, a series of image quality
checks were performed to ensure that each file conformed to the following characteristics:

� Resolution = 15.75 pixels per millimeter (400 PPI)

� Compressed file size of CCITT Group 4 [10] image ≥ 30 K Bytes (KB)

� Width < 4000 pixels

� 4200 pixels < Height ≤ 4900 pixels

An image file that did not conform to these characteristics was flagged and the original Federal Register
page was rescanned.

We decided not to store any images of blank Federal Register pages on the output media.  All
compressed image files of less than 30 KB were visually inspected, verified to be blank within the
Federal Register paper book, and deleted from on-line magnetic storage.  However, the image file sizes of
several blank pages were greater than the 30 KB criteria (due to excessive speckling) and were eliminated
during subsequent validation procedures.

Figure 9 illustrates the rescanning attributable to image quality problems that was detected by the above
quality thresholds.  It does not include 1362 image rescans, occurring predominately in month “7”, due to
an incorrect scanning resolution of 11.81 pixels per millimeter (300 PPI).  In total, approximately 1790
pages were rescanned which represented 2.7% of the total number of pages.  All rescanning was
performed in our laboratory using a Fujitsu 3096G1 scanner.
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Figure 9. Rescans Due to Image Quality.
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4.3 Arabic Page Numbered Image Verification

Figure 10 illustrates the process steps that validated each body page image of the Federal Register,
“b00nnnnn”.  It consisted of Sections 4.3.1 Locate Page Number and Create Subimage, 4.3.2 Optical
Character Recognition of Page Number, 4.3.3 Full-Page Image Adjudication, 4.3.4 Compare OCR
Results to Image Filename, and 4.3.5 Subimage Adjudication using Page Number.
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Figure 10. Arabic Numbered Type of Page Processing.

4.3.1 Locate Page Number and Create Subimage

Figure 5 illustrates the page heading of a Federal Register body type of page which contains a page
number field.  Depending upon the page face, the page number will be printed on either the left edge of
the heading when it is even numbered or right edge of the heading when it is odd numbered.  Each image
was decompressed and a subimage of the top 5 CM (800 pixels) was created from the raster image.   The
subimage was spatially reduced by a factor of 3 to increase efficiency, a skew angle was computed[11].
If the subimage was skewed by more than 0.2 degrees, it was rotated and the skew was removed.  Then,
the horizontal header lines, below the text banner, were located and the subimage was truncated to
exclude them.
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Isolation of the page number field was attempted by examining the text banner line and locating the page
number field on either the right or left side.  If this isolation was unsuccessful, the failing full-page image
was sent to Section 4.3.3 for adjudication.  If successful, a subimage file containing the page number was
created and was input to the recognition processing.

Figure 11 provides a graphical analysis of page number isolation failures that include measurements of
blank, section, and skewed pages.  Figure 12 illustrates an example of a subimage (Width = 192 pixels
and Height = 53 pixels) that has been enlarged by 150%.
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Figure 11. Page Number Isolation Failures.

Figure 12. Typical Subimage.

4.3.2 Optical Character Recognition (OCR) of Page Number

Since over 95% of the Federal Register consists of body type of pages, NIST decided to use OCR rather
than human inspection to validate that each candidate image contained the correct Federal Register page,
and that it was in its correct position within the month and day directory structure.

Initially, we examined and tested page number recognition with three commercially available OCR
products that executed in Microsoft Windows/NT and UNIX environments.  Accuracy from each of the
three products was determined to be unsatisfactory to NIST because the amount of touching characters
contained within the Federal Register yielded a low omni-font recognition accuracy.

As a result of this evaluation, NIST decided to use it own OCR capabilities to recognize the digits
contained within the page number subimage.  This involved the following activities:

4.3.2.1 Segmentation

Our previous releases of the NIST public domain Form-Based Handprint Recognition System [9]
(HSFSYS) contained segmentation software that isolated handprinted characters.  This software was
modified and adapted to segment 9-point Vermilion page number machine printed digits.  Figure 13 and
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Figure 14 illustrate typical Federal Register page number fields that contain digits which form touching
characters.  Our handprint segmentation software was modified to properly segment machine printed
characters similar to these examples.

Figure 13. Touching Characters caused by too much ink.

Figure 14. Touching Characters caused by ink bleeding through page.

4.3.2.2 Classification and Training

HSFSYS Release 1.0 contains software that uses a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) [12] to classify a
segmented character.  Release 2.0 contains software that added a Multi–Layered Perceptron (MLP) [13]
to classify a segmented character.  For this application, a PNN classifier was chosen to classify segmented
characters on the basis of taking less effort to train than an equivalent MLP classifier.  The PNN classifier
was trained to recognize 10 digits, 0-9.  Due to time constraints, the classifier was trained using only 100
discrete samples per digit class.  We know that a larger training set would improve recognition accuracy.

4.3.2.3 OCR System Accuracy

For 64,384 subimages, our system accuracy for OCR of the page number field achieved an 88.1% overall
correct recognition.  System accuracy includes page number isolation errors as well as typical OCR
segmentation and classification errors.  Figure 15 presents a graphical view of each month’s accuracy.
The variance in bleed through, smudged, and lightly printed ink conditions provided an extremely
difficult recognition challenge.
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Figure 15. OCR System Accuracy on Page Number Fields.
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Over 40% of the OCR errors are attributable to improper character segmentation of the page number
subimages; this is an unusually high percentage of failure caused by touching and incomplete/broken
characters.  The remaining errors are attributable to improper classifications by our PNN classifier.

Our OCR accuracy varied greatly with the quality of the printed material.  The GPO printed the Federal
Register on recycled newspaper quality of paper, highly absorbent, using a printing plate that often
contained either too much ink or too little ink.  As illustrated in Figure 16, too much ink and/or bleed
through conditions resulted in failures by our segmentation software to correctly segment three or more
touching characters.

As illustrated in Figure 17, too little ink resulted in missing digit(s) and/or broken character segments.
Although our software correctly segmented and classified a subimage containing missing character(s), it
scored the result as an OCR error in the above accuracy graph because the OCR result did not exactly
match the filename string (Section 4.3.3.3).  As illustrated in Figure 18, the ink is lightly printed.  At
times, our segmentation software cut the non-contiguous sections of characters into multiple characters.
Both of these conditions were major contributors to the number of segmentation errors.

Figure 16. Segmentation Error caused by Touching Digits.

Figure 17. OCR Error caused by Missing Printed Digit(s).

Figure 18. Segmentation Error caused by Light Ink Printing.

Figure 19. Classification Error caused by Incomplete Training Set.
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Figure 20 illustrates a confusion matrix that was generated by examining all mismatched recognition
result strings, 4269 occurrences, which contained the same number of digits as its associated truth
(filename) string.  Although it does not completely eliminate segmentation errors from the analysis, it
does provide an interesting view of false classifications by our PNN.

Recognized AsDigit

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 0 24 7 13 78 7 60 5 510 139

1 2 0 14 34 27 2 1 49 5 8

2 1 78 0 82 4 7 13 32 22 14

3 4 200 81 0 19 34 16 123 105 28

4 2 103 1 19 0 6 4 13 13 10

5 2 66 4 98 58 0 146 40 140 12

6 34 36 1 11 487 27 0 5 1280 16

7 2 54 34 1 4 8 13 0 11 11

8 4 40 8 41 56 16 80 9 0 12

9 8 41 3 55 33 10 107 17 160 0

Figure 20. Confusion Matrix.

A number of observations can be drawn from the above confusion matrix.  Fifty five percent of the total
number of errors in the matrix are represented by the following six confusion pairs:

� “6” classified as an “8” (30%)

� “0” classified as an “8” (12%)

�  “5” classified as a “6” (3.4%)

� “5” classified as an “8” (3.3%)

� “9” classified as an “8” (3.8%)

� “3” classified as an “8” (2.5%)

Upon visual inspection, it was determined that ink bleed through was the primary source of error.  In
addition, sixteen percent of the total number of errors in the matrix are represented by the following
confusion pairs:

� “3” classified as a “1” (4.6%)

� “6” classified as a “4” (11.4%)

These errors are primarily attributed to the limited size of character samples used.  Training the PNN with
100 character samples per class is not sufficient.  Recognition accuracy can be improved by training on a
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larger number of diversified samples.  Figure 19 provides an illustration of this condition; our character
training sets did not include enough distinctive partial characters to classify incomplete characters.

4.3.3 Full-Page Image Adjudication

Whenever our page number isolation software failed or the visual subimage adjudication was not
successful, full-page image adjudication processing was performed by an operator using a 2.6 pixels per
millimeter (66 PPI) reduced full-page image.  As illustrated in Figure 21, it allowed an operator to
adjudicate blank and non-blank page images.
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Figure 21. Full-Page Image Adjudication.
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4.3.3.1  Blank Page Image Adjudication

Whenever our page number isolation software, described in 4.3.1, failed to locate and isolate a page
number, full-page images were routed to this process step.  An operator viewed each candidate and
classified the image as either a blank or non-blank page.

� A blank page:  Due to speckling, several blank page images were encountered because their file
sizes exceeded the 30KB image quality threshold.

� A non-blank page:  A section page within the body of the Federal Register does not contain a
page number header and failed the isolation processing.  Extremely skewed pages also failed
this processing.  Upon visual inspection, those images that contained more than ten degrees of
skew were rescanned.  For each page, an operator confirmed that it was in correct sequence by
checking the Federal Register book.  If not, the incorrectly sequenced image was copied to its
correct location and a missing page candidate was flagged.

Blank page and missing page candidates required adjudication using the actual printed Federal Register
page, Section 4.3.3.3.

4.3.3.2 Non-Blank Page Image Adjudication

Failures were routed to this stage by an operator (1) identifying a non-blank page for which no page
number was isolated or (2) failing to adjudicate a subimage from the information content.  At this stage,
an operator categorized whether or not a page was:

� Scanned in the wrong sequence.

� Printed with missing or illegible digit(s)

An incorrectly sequenced image was copied to its correct location and a missing page candidate condition
was flagged.  The missing page candidate was adjudicated using the same procedures for adjudication of
non-blank pages described in Section 4.3.3.3.

At times the page number isolation software isolated and created a subimage that an operator could not
validate from the information contained within the subimage.  Whenever a page number contained within
a subimage was not readable by an operator, the image was verified to be correct by comparing the full-
page image content with the printed paper page information content.  Figure 22 illustrates this case; the
low order digit is absent from the printed Federal Register page.  Only examination of the printed page
content revealed whether or not the image file was the actual scanned paper page.

Figure 22. Image Snippet contained Unprinted Low Order Page Number Digit.

4.3.3.3 Paper Adjudication

Blank pages from Section 4.3.3.1 and missing page candidates from Section 4.3.3.2 required adjudication
by an operator using the paper pages of the corresponding Federal Register book.  If an actual paper page
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was verified to be blank, the full-page image was deleted from within the “mm/dd” directory hierarchy.
If non-blank, the original Federal Register page was missing and was scanned.

4.3.4 Compare OCR Results to Image Filename

Characters in each page number subimage were recognized and classified by the NIST OCR software.  It
output two files containing recognition results:  hypothesis strings and confidence values.  For each
character that was segmented and classified, the hypothesis file contained an ASCII character and the
confidence file contained a value that represented the confidence of correct character classification.  The
process we used to validate images did not use the recognition confidence values.  Instead, we chose to
rely upon an exact match of the ASCII OCR results with the numeric portion of its filename.

For each page number subimage, its filename string (truncated to exclude leading zeros) was compared
with the OCR results string contained within its associated hypothesis file.  If an exact string match was
made, the image was assumed to contain the correct Federal Register page and that it was correctly stored
within the “mm/dd” directory hierarchy.  If the strings did not match, the file was classified as a
mismatched subimage that required adjudication by a key entry operator.

Figure 23. Page Number Isolation Error.

4.3.5 Subimage Adjudication using Page Number

At times the page number isolation failed due to excessive skew, too much noise, or text was printed too
close to the page number.  An example of the latter is illustrated in Figure 23; the word “Federal” abuts
the page number field.  The OCR results contained correct character classifications for the page number
digits and erroneous classifications for the non-numeric characters.  We could have implemented data
validation software that could have detected this condition and determined that there was a matching
condition;  however, we chose to rely on a human being to adjudicate this type of failure.

Page number subimages were amassed for high-speed human adjudication.  Using a high resolution visual
display terminal, an operator was presented with (1) a window that displayed the ASCII image filename
in its title area and a subimage in the display area and (2) another window that allowed an operator to
respond and verify whether or not the page number was either correct or incorrect.

After viewing the page number subimage and visually reading and comparing it with the filename string
displayed in the title area of its window, an operator responded with single keystroke of either “y” or “n”.
If an operator accepted the page number, it was assumed that the page was scanned correctly and the
image file was correctly positioned within the “mm/dd” directory hierarchy.  If not, the image file
required further adjudication.

4.4 Roman Page Numbered Image Verification

Figure 24 illustrates the process steps which validated the prefix and appendix pages, “a00000nn” and
“c00000nn”, of the Federal Register.  It consisted of Sections 4.4.1 Separate Cover Pages from Content
Pages and 4.4.2 Cover Page Image Adjudication.
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4.4.1 Separate Cover Pages from Content Pages

Since cover page image files (“a0000000” and “a0000001”) do not contain page numbers, these files were
separated and  sent to an operator for adjudication.

All non-cover page (“a0000002” through “A00000nn” and “c00000nn”) image files were verified by
using process steps similar to the ones described in Sections 4.3.1, and 4.3.5.
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Figure 24. Roman Numbered Type of Page Processing.
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4.4.2 Cover Page Image Adjudication

Each hard cover page (“a0000000”) and soft cover page (“a0000001”) was viewed by an operator at a
high resolution visual display terminal, displaying a 2.6 pixels per millimeter (66 PPI) reduced full-page
image.  Since these pages are distinctive (Figure 1 and Figure 2), an operator quickly confirmed whether
or not these pages were correctly stored within the “mm/dd” directory hierarchy.  If not, an out of
sequence condition was found and the original Federal Register page was rescanned.

4.5 Image Sequence Check Verification

The final step within this verification process entailed performing an image sequence check that detected
and examined page numbering gaps within the sequence of image files within the “mm/dd” directory
hierarchy. Each gap was either explained or corrected.  Numerical gaps were caused by either failing to
scan Federal Register page(s), blank pages detected and deleted by the validation processing, or
legitimate page number increments made by the GPO.  An operator adjudicated these conditions by
reviewing processing logs and/or verifying the gap condition within the Federal Register.

5.0 SUMMARY

We realize that the cost of scanning and verifying any voluminous document collection, such as the
Federal Register, is a tedious and expensive process.  It cost $8,000 to scan the approximately 67,000
pages of the Federal Register.  In order to reduce the verification cost, we decided to minimize human
resource expenditure by exploiting OCR and high-speed visual adjudication by an operator.  Usage of
OCR allowed us to automatically validate and exclude over 83% of the images from being adjudicated by
a human.  Of the remaining 17% of images, over 90% of these images were validated by high-speed
operator adjudication; this minimized expensive paper handling.

Even though the validation was semi-automated, it was conducted by highly skilled professionals at NIST
and required a one-person month of labor costing approximately $35,000.  We believe that certain
subjective judgements are best made by technically oriented image processing professionals.  If a lesser
labor category were substituted, the cost of validation could be reduced at the expense of quality.
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